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Alona became a buzzword when traveling to Bohol in the Central Visayas. It was after the

name of a beautiful young actor, Alona Alegre, who made her maiden appearance in a movie

filmed in Panglao Island in the early 70s. Alona in her provocative bikini became the most talk-

about in town and one could imagine how Boholanos, men and women alike, would abandon

their rustic routine to join the crowd of curious onlookers during the filming. What emerged was

the tumultuous motions of the locals to join the set and run errands both petty and menial.

They assisted in preparing props, costumes and other shooting collaterals; commissioned to

act on a 15-second cameo role, if not a hillbilly in the background; holding the backdrop stands

and umbrella lights; move director’s chair as directed; assigned as spotters when the camera

man uses a high ladder for an aerial shot; and the most important task of preparing food. The

hustles and bustles are compensated with a boodle fight during lunch breaks. Everyone eats

with bare hands and competes for rice and a variety of local dishes served on top of banana

leaves. Their day is recapped with communal drinking of tuba (coconut wine) mixed with

kwentong lasing (drunkard’s tale), dowdy humor, and more often than not, a time for show-offs.

Everything seems like a rerun of their fiesta.A Day In Alona invites us to bear witness to the

everyday life of ordinary Boholanos who are known to be docile, peace-loving, their love for

tuba, penchant for fiestas, and ready smiles. This travel experience likewise gives us a glimpse

of of the beauty of the island a traveller cannot miss.
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Philippines 1214 leonidagreyes@gmail.comForewordAlona became a buzzword when traveling

to Bohol in the Central Visayas. It was after the name of a beautiful young actor, Alona Alegre,

who made her maiden appearance in a movie filmed in Panglao Island in the early 70s. It

would be absurd if a beautiful woman like Alona would saunter the shore in jeans specially

when the weather is hot and the instinct is to jump off the water. Alona in her provocative bikini

became the most talk-about in town and one could imagine how Boholanos, men and women

alike, would abandon their rustic routine to join the crowd of curious onlookers during the

filming. What emerged was the tumultuous motions of the locals to join the set and run errands

both petty and menial. They assisted in preparing props, costumes and other shooting

collaterals; commissioned to act on a 15-second cameo role, if not a hillbilly in the background;

holding the backdrop stands and umbrella lights; move director’s chair as directed; assigned as

spotters when the camera man uses a high ladder for an aerial shot; and the most important

task of preparing food. The hustles and bustles are compensated with a boodle fight during

lunch breaks. Everyone eats with bare hands and competes for rice and a variety of local

dishes served on top of banana leaves. Their day is recapped with communal drinking of tuba

(coconut wine) mixed with kwentong lasing (drunkard’s tale), dowdy humor, and more often

than not, a time for show-offs. Everything seems like a rerun of their fiesta.The Alona

experience gave birth to the ‘wet look’ of the Philippine cinema. Actors like Gloria Diaz and

Elizabeth Oropesa ventured to level up the exposure. Both gained popularity in their wet look

movies in mid 70s. Soft drinks beauties Sarsi Emmanuel, Pepsi Paloma, Coca Nicolas, and

Miranda “Myra” Manibog became the staple in this genre post Diaz and Oropesa. These soft

drink beauties were later called the bomba (bomb) stars and the title evolved into S.T. (Sex

Trip) queens with younger and upcoming non-soda successors.
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